The Effect of Using Sinusoidal Profile in Fins on Thermal Performance
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ABSTRACT

The aim of the present study is to investigate the effect of using sinusoidal profile in fins on temperature distribution and heat transfer enhancement. The longitudinal fins of rectangular, triangular, wavy rectangular and wavy triangular profiles are studied using analytical and numerical solution techniques. In addition to known profiles, wavy triangular longitudinal fins are proposed as a new fin configuration. The temperature distribution of wavy triangular fins is obtained using Shooting Method along with Cash-Karp Runge Kutta Method. Besides, CFD analyses in which laminar flow regime is concerned at different air velocities is utilized for the comparison of heat transfer rates and convective heat transfer coefficients. CFD results show that heat transfer convection coefficient values for wavy rectangular fins are the lowest ones among the investigated fins. CFD and analytical results indicate that for lower convective coefficients, the dominancy of triangular fins having wave form on plate type triangular fins is more noticeable than the dominancy of wavy rectangular fins on plate type rectangular fins. Also, further heat transfer augmentation can be provided for wavy triangular fins at higher amplitude lengths. For instance, heat transfer enhancement by 15.3% can be achieved using wavy triangular fins with thickness of 2 cm, amplitude length of 0.21 cm and three-wave profile in comparison with triangular fins having same dimensions.

1. INTRODUCTION

In different engineering fields in which high amount of heat removal is concerned, extended surfaces called fins can be implemented to related devices in order to provide heat transfer augmentation. Particularly, heat exchangers, gas turbines, diverse electronic components and other many thermal systems are the areas of applications where various type of fins are used [1, 2].

Although fins are one of the passive techniques used on the purpose of heat transfer enhancement, many researchers have studied on improving heat dissipation from fins using different profiles. For instance, in Ref. [3], the writers analytically investigated a triangular fin by embedding its partial part to a wall. In this study, they obtained significant heat transfer enhancement at wall Biot number of 1.54 in comparison to both plain wall without fins and plain wall with ordinary triangular fins. Furthermore, exponential fins were studied in Ref. [4] and Ref. [5]. In the study of Ref. [4], the writer stated that thermal efficiency of exponential straight fins is greater than that of rectangular, triangular and parabolic straight fins whereas triangular and parabolic pin fins are thermally more efficient than exponential pin fins. As another geometrical shape, fins having sinusoidal wave form have been studied. For instance, in Ref. [6], various fins having different form of sinusoidal profiles studied. The writer compared the wavy fins in terms of fin efficiency and two different performance indicators. As another study concerning wavy fins, a numerical study in which fins having sinusoidal profile were analyzed at different wave numbers in Ref. [7]. Moreover, wavy fins were experimentally investigated under the heat transfer mechanisms of both natural convection and forced convection. In Ref. [8], wavy fins mounted to horizontally oriented base plate were investigated under natural convection and compared with rectangular fins. The writers reveal that the highest Nusselt number value was attained for wavy fins having the lowest amplitude due to the blockage effect to fluid motion in higher amplitudes. In Ref. [9], wavy fins with and without crosscut were investigated experimentally at different phase shift angles. According to the results, the writers stated that the wavy fins with crosscut dominated on those without crosscut in terms of thermal performance while pressure drop performance was better for those without crosscut.

CFD (computational fluid dynamics) is a common numerical method that can be used in the studies where combined heat transfer and fluid flow are investigated such as fin analysis. In Ref. [10], the writer numerically examined straight rectangular fins for two different cases which are fins with constant thermal conductivity and temperature dependent conductivity using CFD software package. In addition to CFD investigation, researchers have experimentally studied thermal performance of extended surfaces. To illustrate, in Ref. [11], the writers determined convective heat transfer coefficient values for the flow over plate fins using numerical and experimental techniques. The writers attained smaller convective heat transfer coefficient values for smaller fin pitch lengths.

For the comparison of different fin configurations in terms
of thermal performance, some studies have been conducted in various conditions. For instance, in Ref. [12], the writers studied different convective-radiative fins having internal heat generation in a case that thermal conductivity, convective heat transfer coefficient, surface emissivity and internal heat generation were all temperature dependent. They used differential transformation method (DTM) and integral approach to acquire temperature distribution and fin efficiency, respectively. Similarly, in Ref. [13], the writers investigated convective-radiative longitudinal fins having rectangular, trapezoidal, and concave parabolic profiles. They did not account for non-uniform internal heat generation, unlike the former study.

Shooting Method in conjunction with Runge Kutta Method is one of the numerical strategies used for the solution of boundary value problems. In Ref. [14], these methods were used to solve a non-linear problem related to a straight fin with uniform cross section in case of temperature dependent convective heat transfer coefficient. Also, the third order non-linear ordinary differential equation which governs laminar boundary layer problem was solved in Ref. [15] with the help of Shooting and Runge Kutta Methods.

The present study involves analytical and numerical investigations of rectangular, triangular, wavy rectangular and wavy triangular longitudinal fins. The governing differential equation concerning wavy triangular fins is solved by means of Shooting Method together with Runge Kutta Method to obtain temperature distribution and heat transfer rate. For wavy longitudinal fins, results are obtained for different amplitude lengths and wave numbers. Furthermore, CFD analyses are performed through the software, ANSYS Fluent. In the analyses, laminar flow regime is utilized. Overall results for the investigated fins are compared and the superiorities and weaknesses of the fins in terms of different parameters are presented.

2. SOLUTION METHOD

2.1 Analytical analysis of the problem

Before the analytical investigation of the problem, some necessary assumptions are put forward. The equations concerning the fin geometries are constructed based on the following assumptions;

• Steady-state heat transfer, \( \frac{dQ}{dx} = 0 \).
• One-dimensional heat transfer (in x-direction).
• Thermal conductivity of the fin material is constant.
• Convective heat transfer coefficient is constant.
• The thickness of the fins is so small in comparison to their width that heat transfer from lateral surfaces might be neglected.
• The ambient temperature is constant.
• The base temperature of the fin is uniform.
• There is no contact resistance between the fin base and primary surface.
• There is no heat generation inside the fins.

General differential equation for fins that is valid for steady-state and one-dimensional heat transfer is represented by;

\[
\frac{d^2 T}{dx^2} + \left( \frac{1}{A} \frac{dA}{dx} \right) \frac{dT}{dx} - \left( \frac{1}{A} \frac{h}{k} \frac{dA}{dx} \right) (T - T_a) = 0 \quad (1)
\]

\( T \) and \( T_a \) are defined as temperature within the fin and ambient temperature, respectively. \( A_s \) and \( A_t \) are depicted as cross-sectional area and surface area, respectively. Thermal conductivity of the fin material and convective heat transfer coefficient are represented by \( k \) and \( h \), respectively. Also, the thickness, length and width of the fins are denoted by \( t \), \( L \) and \( W \), respectively as shown in Figure 1. For the wavy rectangular fins, the coordinate following the sinusoidal profile, s-coordinate is used to form the governing equation.

Non-dimensional expressions are given by;

\[
\xi = \frac{x}{L}, \quad \delta = \frac{s}{S}, \quad \Theta(\xi) = \frac{T(x) - T_a}{T_b - T_a} \quad (2)
\]

where, \( \xi \) and \( \delta \) are the non-dimensional coordinates and \( \Theta \) is the dimensionless temperature distribution.

Figure 1. Schematic views of a) rectangular, b) triangular, c) wavy rectangular, d) wavy triangular longitudinal fins
As boundary conditions, constant base temperature and heat convection at fin tip are determined and they are depicted in terms of dimensionless parameters in Eq. (3):

\[ \frac{k}{L} \frac{d\Theta}{d\xi} \bigg|_{\xi=0} = h\Theta(0), \quad \Theta(1) = 1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Another parameter, fin performance factor is defined as;

\[ m = \sqrt{\frac{2h}{kt}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Using the boundary conditions and general differential equation that governs temperature distribution within a fin, four type of fin geometry are analytically analyzed. Wavy profiled fins are investigated in terms of heat transfer enhancement and their superiority to plate type fins having rectangular and triangular geometries is put forward. The advantage of using sinusoidal profile is that there is no need for additional material for increasing the surface area to contribute to heat transfer augmentation because sinusoidal wave makes peak up and down.

2.1.1 Rectangular longitudinal fins

The governing equation for rectangular fins, temperature distribution equation and heat transfer rate are formulated as follows [16].

\[ \frac{d^2\Theta}{d\xi^2} - m^2 L^2 \Theta = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[ \Theta(\xi) = \frac{\cosh(mL_\xi) + \frac{h}{mk} \sinh(mL_\xi)}{\cosh(mL) + \frac{h}{mk} \sinh(mL)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\[ q_f = kW(T_b - T_a)m \frac{\sinh(mL) + \frac{h}{mk} \cosh(mL)}{\cosh(mL) + \frac{h}{mk} \sinh(mL)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

2.1.2 Triangular longitudinal fins

The solution of the differential equation for triangular longitudinal fins yields Bessel equations through which temperature distribution is obtained. The related equations are represented by the following expressions [2].

\[ \xi \frac{d^2\Theta}{d\xi^2} + \frac{d\Theta}{d\xi} - m^2 L^2 \Theta = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

\[ \Theta(\xi) = \frac{I_0(2mL\sqrt{\xi})}{I_0(2mL)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

\[ q_f = \frac{2hW(T_b - T_a)I_1(2mL)}{mI_0(2mL)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

2.1.3 Wavy rectangular longitudinal fins

The profile function for wavy rectangular fins which are also studied in Ref. [6] is given as;

\[ F_w(\xi) = \beta \sin(2\pi n\xi) \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where, \( \beta \) is the length of amplitude and \( n \) is the number of waves. The arc length of the sinusoidal profile, \( S_r \) can be defined by the formula;

\[ S_r = L \int_0^1 \left[ 1 + \frac{\left( \frac{2\pi n\beta}{L} \cos(2\pi n\xi) \right)^2}{\left( \frac{2\pi n\beta}{L} \cos(2\pi n\xi) \right)^2} \right] d\xi \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

If non-dimensional form of Eq. (1) is adapted to wavy longitudinal fins, the resulting differential equation becomes;

\[ \frac{d^2\Theta}{d\xi^2} - m^2 S_r^2 \Theta = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Other corresponding equations can be stated as;

\[ \Theta(\delta) = \frac{\cosh(mS_r\delta) + \frac{h}{mk} \sinh(mS_r\delta)}{\cosh(mS_r) + \frac{h}{mk} \sinh(mS_r)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

\[ q_f = kW(T_b - T_a)m \frac{\sinh(mS_r) + \frac{h}{mk} \cosh(mS_r)}{\cosh(mS_r) + \frac{h}{mk} \sinh(mS_r)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Another parameter that gives the ratio of heat dissipation of the wavy rectangular fins to that of the rectangular fins is the performance ratio, \( \phi_r \) and it is formulated by;

\[ \phi_r = \frac{q_f, wavy-rec.}{q_f, rec.} \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

2.1.4 Wavy triangular longitudinal fins

For the heat transfer augmentation, wavy triangular fins are designed as a new fin configuration. The parameters to help constructing the governing equation are given in this section. The profile function for wavy triangular longitudinal fins is given as;

\[ F_w(\xi) = \frac{1}{2} \xi + \beta \sin(2\pi n\xi) \]  \hspace{1cm} (17)

The profile function given in Eq. (17) indicates actually an inclined sine curve. The arc length of the sinusoidal profile is formulated by;

\[ S_r = L \int_0^1 \left[ 1 + \frac{\left( \frac{2\pi n\beta}{L} \cos(2\pi n\xi) \right)^2}{\left( \frac{2\pi n\beta}{L} \cos(2\pi n\xi) \right)^2} \right] d\xi \]  \hspace{1cm} (18)

The cross-sectional area and the surface area of the wavy triangular fins are given as follows;

\[ A_r(\xi) = 2WL \int_0^\xi \left[ 1 + \frac{L^2 \left( \frac{2\pi n\beta}{L} \cos(2\pi n\xi) \right)^2}{m^2 L^2 \cos(2\pi n\xi)} \right] d\omega \]  \hspace{1cm} (19)
\[ A(\xi) = W [\xi + 2\beta \sin(2\pi n \xi)] \] (20)

Using the equations given above, the differential equation can be established as the following expression;

\[ \frac{d^2 \Theta}{d \xi^2} + \frac{m L^2}{\xi + 2\beta \sin(2\pi n \xi)} \left[ 1 + \frac{t}{2\pi n \xi \cos(2\pi n \xi)} \right] \frac{d \Theta}{d \xi} = 0 \] (21)

Since the analytical solution of Eq. (21) is not possible, it is solved numerically. Heat dissipation equation for wavy triangular longitudinal fins can be stated as follows;

\[ q_f = kWt \left( T_b - T_n \right) \frac{d \Theta}{d \xi} \bigg|_{\xi = 1} \] (22)

The performance ratio, \( \phi \), which gives the ratio of heat transfer rate of wavy triangular fins to that of triangular fins is represented by;

\[ \phi = \frac{q_{f,\text{wavy-tri.}}}{q_{f,\text{tri.}}} \] (23)

Since triangular geometry has decreasing cross-sectional area from base to tip, to determine amplitude length and number of waves might be a limitation particularly for thin fins. However, for relatively thick fins, the surface area might be increased since amplitude length and the number of waves can be increased more easily.

### 2.2 Numerical analysis of the problem

The numerical solution procedure of the study can be divided into two parts. The numerical technique to solve the differential equation concerning wavy triangular fins is constituted based on Shooting and Runge Kutta Methods. The second part comprises the CFD analysis of the longitudinal fins.

In order to solve the governing equation of wavy triangular fins, Shooting Method is used. Before applying the related numerical method, the general non-dimensional differential equation for fins is stated as;

\[ \frac{d^2 \Theta}{d \xi^2} + B \frac{d \Theta}{d \xi} - C \Theta = 0 \] (24)

where, \( B \) and \( C \) are the coefficients which vary depending on the differential equation concerning the longitudinal fin to which the method is applied. The Shooting Method constructs a relationship between a boundary value problem and equivalent initial value problems. Implementing Shooting Method to Eq. (24), the second order linear differential equation is reduced to a couple of first order linear differential equations as seen in the following statement.

\[ \frac{d\Theta}{d \xi} = w \]
\[ \frac{dw}{d \xi} = -Bw + C \Theta \] (25)

where, \( w \) is the temperature gradient. The initial conditions for the system of first order differential equations are given as;

\[ \Theta(1) = 1, \quad w(0) = \frac{h L}{k} \Theta(0) \] (26)

**continuity:**

\[ \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial w}{\partial z} = 0 \]

**x-momentum:**

\[ \rho \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} + w \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \right) = \frac{\partial P}{\partial x} + \mu \left( \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial z^2} \right) \]

**y-momentum:**

\[ \rho \left( \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} + w \frac{\partial v}{\partial z} \right) = \frac{\partial P}{\partial y} + \mu \left( \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial z^2} \right) \]

**z-momentum:**

\[ \rho c_e \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} + w \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \right) = \frac{\partial P}{\partial z} + \mu \left( \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial z^2} \right) \]

**energy:**

\[ \rho c_e \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} + w \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \right) + k \left( \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial z^2} \right) \] (27)

To solve the first order differential equations, Cash-Karp Runge Kutta Method [17] is used. The numerical method is firstly applied to the differential equation for triangular fin to observe whether the numerical method gives the desired accuracy.

For the CFD analysis of the longitudinal fins, a flow domain into which the fins are placed is determined along with its dimensions and demonstrated in Figure 2. As boundary conditions, the surfaces of C, E, and F are determined as ‘velocity-inlet’. To be more precise, velocity is defined in the tangential direction of these surfaces. ‘Adiabatic wall boundary condition’ is applied to surface D. Also, the surface A is ‘inlet’ for the air flow which is in the z-direction whereas surface B represents the ‘outlet’. Besides, the boundary conditions for the fins are; (i) constant temperature at the fin base and (ii) convective fin tip. The fins to be analyzed are mounted on surface D of the flow domain and they are centered over y-coordinate. The length from inlet to the center of the fin in z-direction is 5W, while 20W is the remaining length up to the outlet.

The continuity, momentum and energy equations for 3D, incompressible and steady flow are given in Eq. (27) [18]. Also, body forces are not included in the related equations.

*The SIMPLE algorithm* is chosen for the solution procedure of the problem and for the discretization of energy and momentum equations, ‘second order upwind scheme’ is
determined through the CFD package. As mesh type, tetrahedral elements are used.

Figure 2. The flow domain used in CFD analyses

In the direction of the related parameters, the analyses are carried out at different air velocities in case that the temperatures for the fin base and air are 200 °C and 25 °C, respectively. The material of the fins is chosen as aluminum alloy with a thermal conductivity of 180 W/(m-K). Aluminum is one of the most preferable fin materials due to the properties of it that it is highly thermal conductive, which assists heat dissipation and it is also a lightweight material. Besides, aluminum can be easily manufactured [8], and this is good for particularly manufacturing of wavy fins. Also, the thermophysical properties of air are determined at the film temperature which is the half of the sum of fin base temperature and ambient temperature. It is represented by the following equation.

\[ T_f = \frac{T_b + T_a}{2} \] (28)

The properties calculated at the film temperature are given in Table 1 as density, \( \rho \), specific heat, \( c_p \), dynamic viscosity, \( \mu \), thermal conductivity, \( k \), and Prandtl number \( Pr \).

Table 1. The thermophysical properties of air at the film temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \rho ) kg/m(^3)</th>
<th>( c_p ) J/(kg-K)</th>
<th>( \mu ) kg/(m-s)</th>
<th>( k ) W/(m-K)</th>
<th>( Pr )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.90666</td>
<td>1012.565</td>
<td>2.2382 x 10(^{-5})</td>
<td>0.03271</td>
<td>0.69287</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the analyses in which air flows with the velocity, \( V_a \) of 0.5 - 1 m/s over the longitudinal fins having 10 mm thickness, 50 mm length and 300 mm width, the Reynolds number computed through Eq. (29) points out that the flow is laminar.

\[ Re_\mu = \frac{V_a W}{\nu} \] (29)

That's why, laminar flow model is chosen in ANSYS Fluent. With the same parameters, CFD analyses are performed at different air velocities, which affect the convective heat transfer coefficient and thus heat transfer rate. The temperature contour graphs for air velocity of 1 m/s are illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Temperature contours of a) rectangular b) triangular, c) wavy rectangular, d) wavy triangular fins

Heat transfer convection coefficient values are evaluated using Newton’s Law of cooling.

\[ q_f = hA_s(T_f - T_a) \] (30)

where, \( T_f \) is the average surface temperature. The convection coefficient values are substituted into the equation governing heat transfer rate from related fin to compare analytical and CFD results. To ensure the accuracy of the CFD results, independence of mesh must be provided. To accomplish this, the intensity of mesh in the vicinity of the fin surfaces is improved. The change of heat transfer rate and heat transfer convection coefficient with increasing number of nodes for rectangular fins is given in Table 2.

As seen in Table 2, there are minor differences between last two cases. Therefore, for the sake of saving time, the model having 765997 nodes is used.
Table 2. The change of values with increasing number of nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>the number of nodes</th>
<th>qι, W</th>
<th>h, W/(m²*K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>96,406</td>
<td>34.95808</td>
<td>5.91818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>292,156</td>
<td>35.25281</td>
<td>5.96938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>765,997</td>
<td>35.63639</td>
<td>6.03463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,072,328</td>
<td>35.69898</td>
<td>6.04527</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a consequence of a research to find a similar study with the present one to validate CFD results, an appropriate study wasn’t come across. However, flow over rectangular fins can be thought as flow over isothermal plates since fin material is very conductive and the magnitude of air velocities are small. Thus, Nusselt numbers obtained through CFD analysis of rectangular fins are validated with well-known Nusselt number correlations given in Eq. (31) [16] and Eq. (32) [19].

\[
Nu = 0.664 Re^{1/2} Pr^{1/3} \tag{31}
\]

\[
Nu = 0.6774 Re^{1/2} Pr^{1/3} \left[1 + (0.0468/Pr)^{1/3}\right]^{1/4} \tag{32}
\]

Also, it must be emphasized that the effect of radiation is not considered in the present study. The reason is that in ref [20], it was stated that the errors because of consideration of radiation only between fins and surrounding i.e. not considering fin-fin and base-fin effects, are larger than the errors because of neglect of radiation.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using Eq. (25) and Eq. (26), the numerical technique is firstly applied to triangular fins having thickness of 1 cm, length of 5 cm, and width of 1 m to obtain temperature distribution and heat transfer rate at different step sizes which are denoted by \(\Delta\xi\). The results are compared with analytical ones as demonstrated in Table 3.

Table 3. The comparison of numerical and analytical results for triangular fins at \(h = 25\) W/(m²*K)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\Delta\xi = 0.0001)</th>
<th>(\Delta\xi = 0.00001)</th>
<th>(\Delta\xi = 0.000001)</th>
<th>Analytical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\xi)</td>
<td>(\Theta), non-dimensional temperature distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.934071897</td>
<td>0.934001640</td>
<td>0.934000451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.940504152</td>
<td>0.94051530</td>
<td>0.94051266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.947023817</td>
<td>0.947021478</td>
<td>0.947021244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.953566106</td>
<td>0.953564053</td>
<td>0.953563847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.960131070</td>
<td>0.960129305</td>
<td>0.960129128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.966718763</td>
<td>0.966717288</td>
<td>0.966717140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.973329237</td>
<td>0.973328053</td>
<td>0.973327935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.979962544</td>
<td>0.979961655</td>
<td>0.979961564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.986618739</td>
<td>0.986618144</td>
<td>0.986618084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.993297873</td>
<td>0.993297575</td>
<td>0.993297545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.999999999</td>
<td>0.999999999</td>
<td>0.999999999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the results given in Table 3, more accurate results are obtained as the step size is decreased. Since the differential equation for wavy triangular fins involves much more complicated terms (trigonometric and radical expressions) the solution is performed at step sizes of 0.00001 and 0.000001. To avoid lengthy computation time, the results are obtained at \(\Delta\xi=0.000001\) since nearly same data are encountered at both step sizes. To illustrate, for \(h=25\) W/(m²*K), tip temperature is obtained as 0.911974626 at \(\Delta\xi=0.000001\) while it is 0.911974217 at \(\Delta\xi=0.000001\).

Figure 4. Nusselt number values for rectangular fins

In order to validate CFD results for rectangular fins, Nusselt number correlations given in the previous section are used. According to Figure 4, the CFD results agree well with the correlation values such that maximum difference is approximately 6.71 %. Also, there is a better agreement between the CFD results and the values obtained using Eq. (30) such that the maximum difference is approximately 4.77 %. The minimum error is obtained using Eq. (30) for \(Re=6040\) with 0.59 %. From Figure 4, it can be easily comprehended that increasing velocity causes the difference between CFD results and correlation values to increase as well. The reason is that temperature variation within the fin becomes more noticeable with increasing velocity. Since same methodology is followed for the other examined fins in terms of mesh type and boundary conditions, the well agreement between CFD results of rectangular fins and Nusselt correlations gives an idea about validity of CFD results pertaining to other investigated fins.

As seen from Figure 5a, the difference between analytical and CFD results is about 3 % at most. The situation can be explained that especially at lower air velocities, highly conductive materials used for fins leads to small temperature change throughout the thickness and flow direction of the fin, which causes high similarity between the numerical and analytical results. However, as the air velocity increases, the difference between them becomes more significant. Heat transfer from wavy rectangular fin is more than other fins while heat transfer from triangular fin is moderately less than that. The effect of sinusoidal profile on heat transfer enhancement for wavy triangular fins in comparison to wavy rectangular fins seems more observable. To illustrate, for \(\nu=0.5\) m/s, increase in heat transfer through using sinusoidal profile is 3.31 % and 1.38 % for triangular and rectangular fins, respectively and for \(\nu=1\) m/s, these values decrease to 3.26 % and 1.332 %. As illustrated in Figure 5b, convective coefficient values are almost the same for triangular and wavy triangular fins while the values of wavy rectangular fins are slightly lower than those of rectangular fins. This slight difference causes heat dissipation values of rectangular and wavy rectangular fins to get close. This situation decreases thermal performance of wavy rectangular fins. The minor difference between convective heat transfer coefficients is due...
to the slightly different boundary layer development over different fin geometries.

Figure 5. a) Heat transfer rates and b) convective heat transfer coefficient values

As seen in Figure 6a, the temperature distribution of the wavy triangular fins with one-wave profile does not show wavy characteristic because these fins have a profile like convex parabolic geometry, which means that they have no crests and troughs as two and three-wave triangular fins have. Therefore, there is no instant decrease in the temperature for these fins. On the other hand, temperature distribution of the wavy triangular fins with greater wave numbers demonstrates wave-like behavior. Therefore, temperature distribution behavior of wavy triangular fins is directly affected by the number of waves. Furthermore, the graph indicates that as wave number is increased, tip temperature approaches to lower values. However, in the middle regions of the wavy triangular fins having two or greater wave numbers, temperature is higher in comparison to the wavy triangular fins with one-wave profile. From the results, it can be deduced that wave form contributes to temperature decrease at fin tip and regions close to the tip for wavy triangular fins. The reason is that in wavy triangular fins having two or greater wave number the cross-section gets thinner close to fin tip because of sinusoidal wave form and at this region, temperature decreases significantly. Temperature variations of the investigated fins are presented in Figure 6b. Temperatures at triangular and wavy triangular fins are close between 0.3 and 1. However, there is a noticeable difference at fin tip temperature of two fins. A different relation emerges between rectangular and wavy rectangular fins such that temperature characteristics of both fins are in the same manner. Tip temperature of the wavy rectangular fin is slightly lower than that of rectangular fin. Temperature distribution of wavy rectangular fins does not show wavy characteristic because they have uniform cross-section unlike wavy triangular fins. For this reason, wavy and plate type rectangular fins are very similar in terms of temperature distribution.

Figure 5. a) Heat transfer rates and b) convective heat transfer coefficient values

As seen in Figure 6a, the temperature distribution of the wavy triangular fins with one-wave profile does not show wavy characteristic because these fins have a profile like convex parabolic geometry, which means that they have no crests and troughs as two and three-wave triangular fins have. Therefore, there is no instant decrease in the temperature for these fins. On the other hand, temperature distribution of the wavy triangular fins with greater wave numbers demonstrates wave-like behavior. Therefore, temperature distribution behavior of wavy triangular fins is directly affected by the number of waves. Furthermore, the graph indicates that as wave number is increased, tip temperature approaches to lower values. However, in the middle regions of the wavy triangular fins having two or greater wave numbers, temperature is higher in comparison to the wavy triangular fins with one-wave profile. From the results, it can be deduced that wave form contributes to temperature decrease at fin tip and regions close to the tip for wavy triangular fins. The reason is that in wavy triangular fins having two or greater wave number the cross-section gets thinner close to fin tip because of sinusoidal wave form and at this region, temperature decreases significantly. Temperature variations of the investigated fins are presented in Figure 6b. Temperatures at triangular and wavy triangular fins are close between 0.3 and 1. However, there is a noticeable difference at fin tip temperature of two fins. A different relation emerges between rectangular and wavy rectangular fins such that temperature characteristics of both fins are in the same manner. Tip temperature of the wavy rectangular fin is slightly lower than that of rectangular fin. Temperature distribution of wavy rectangular fins does not show wavy characteristic because they have uniform cross-section unlike wavy triangular fins. For this reason, wavy and plate type rectangular fins are very similar in terms of temperature distribution.

Figure 6. a) Temperature distribution of wavy triangular fins and b) comparison of temperature distributions

The performance ratio is presented in Figure 7a and 7b for wavy rectangular and wavy triangular fins, respectively. Maximum heat transfer enhancement is provided for wavy triangular and rectangular fins by 3% and 2.5%, respectively. The parameter for wavy triangular fins is larger in comparison with wavy rectangular fins for \( m \cdot L = 0.16 - 0.37 \). However, the performance ratio for wavy triangular fins decreases more rapidly as the values of \( m \cdot L \) increases while the change of performance ratio for wavy rectangular fins with respect to \( m \cdot L \) shows flatter trend. As a result, the performance ratio of wavy triangular fins fell behind that of wavy rectangular fins beyond \( m \cdot L = 0.37 \). Hence, it can be concluded that wavy triangular fins are more effective in terms of thermal performance for lower convective coefficients. As convective heat transfer coefficient is increased, heat transfer increases as well. However, temperature drops more suddenly, which decreases fin efficiency. Because of the significant temperature drop in wavy triangular fins, performance ratio decreases more rapidly unlike wavy rectangular fins. Another important result is that fin efficiency of rectangular fins is superior to that of wavy rectangular fins while efficiency of triangular fins is greater than that of wavy triangular fins. Also,
it can be seen from Figure 7a that heat dissipation of wavy triangular fins with one wave goes down below that of triangular fins beyond $m \cdot L = 0.47$.
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**Figure 7.** Performance ratio for a) wavy triangular fins and b) wavy rectangular fins

Temperature variations of triangular and wavy triangular fins are compared for the thicknesses of 1.5 cm and 2 cm in Figure 8a and 8b, respectively. Both graphs show that tip temperature of wavy triangular fins is considerably lower than that of triangular fins. The only exception occurs for wavy triangular fins with one-wave profile such that its tip temperature is higher in comparison with the tip temperature of triangular fin. In Figure 8c and 8d, the performance ratio of wavy triangular fins is presented. The results indicate that heat dissipation from wavy triangular fins significantly increases with the increasing amplitude length. For instance, the performance ratio of wavy triangular fins having one-wave profile, thickness of 2 cm, and amplitude length of 0.21 cm shows approximately same result with the wavy triangular fin with three-wave profile, thickness of 1 cm, and amplitude length of 0.09 cm at $m \cdot L=0.16$ as illustrated previously in Figure 7a. At the thickness of 1.5 cm at $m \cdot L=0.16$, about 8 % increase in heat dissipation is provided while at the thickness of 2 cm, the increase in heat transfer becomes 15.3 %. As seen from Figure 8c-d, the performance ratio decreases with $m \cdot L$ values more slightly in comparison to the situation given in Figure 7b. The reason is that the increase in heat transfer due to increased surface area tolerates the significant temperature drop.
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**Figure 8.** Temperature distribution of triangular and wavy triangular fins a) $t = 1.5$ cm b) $t = 2$ cm, performance ratio of wavy triangular fins for c) $t = 1.5$ cm d) $t = 2$ cm
4. CONCLUSION

In the present study, different longitudinal fins are investigated analytically and numerically. One part of the numerical analysis involves the solution of the governing equation of wavy triangular longitudinal fins. The Shooting and Cash-Karp Runge Kutta Methods are invoked for the solution. The latter part of the numerical analysis is conducted using CFD at different air velocities. In the light of the results, the outcomes are summarized as follows:

- Both CFD results and analytical results show that use of sinusoidal profile in triangular fins have better effects on thermal performance in comparison to wavy rectangular fins. Also, CFD results shows that between the air velocity of 0.5 – 1 m/s, lowest heat transfer convection coefficient values belong to wavy rectangular fins.

- Among the investigated fins, the lowest temperature values at the fin tip are obtained for wavy triangular fins. At the same amplitude length, with increasing wave number, temperature decrease in wavy triangular fins become more significant. Moreover, temperature decrease in wavy rectangular fins having three waves and amplitude length of 0.09 cm is almost same with rectangular fins.

- When amplitude length of wavy triangular fins is increased, considerable improvement in heat transfer rate is obtained such that heat dissipation increases by 15.3% at the amplitude length of 0.21 cm and three waves. In conclusion, wavy triangular fins are modelled mathematically, and the resulting differential equation is solved numerically. Thus, temperature variation and heat transfer performance of this new fin type are investigated, and the results are compared with other three fin configurations. Furthermore, CFD analyses of the fins are performed to accomplish a realistic approach.
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NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_c$</td>
<td>cross-sectional area, $m^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_s$</td>
<td>surface area, $m^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_p$</td>
<td>specific heat, $J.kg^{-1}.K^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_r$</td>
<td>profile function for wavy rectangular longitudinal fin, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_t$</td>
<td>profile function for wavy triangular longitudinal fin, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>convective heat transfer coefficient, $W.m^{-2}.K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>thermal conductivity, $W.m^{-1}.K^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>fin length, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>fin performance factor, $m^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>the number of waves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Nu$</td>
<td>the average Nusselt number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_f$</td>
<td>heat dissipation from fin, W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_W$</td>
<td>Reynolds number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_r$</td>
<td>the arc length of sinusoidal profile for wavy rectangular fin, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_t$</td>
<td>the arc length of sinusoidal profile for wavy triangular fin, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>fin thickness, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>temperature at any point of fin, °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_a$</td>
<td>ambient temperature, °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_b$</td>
<td>fin base temperature, °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_f$</td>
<td>film temperature, °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_s$</td>
<td>surface temperature, °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_a$</td>
<td>free stream velocity, $m.s^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W$</td>
<td>fin width, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>temperature gradient in the numerical solution, $K.m^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Greek symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>length of amplitude, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>dimensionless coordinate following the sinusoidal profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \xi$</td>
<td>step size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Theta$</td>
<td>dimensionless temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>dynamic viscosity, $kg.m^{-1}.s^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>kinematic viscosity, $m^2.s^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\xi$</td>
<td>dimensionless axial coordinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>density, $kg.m^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>time, s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi_r$</td>
<td>performance ratio of wavy rectangular longitudinal fin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi_t$</td>
<td>performance ratio of wavy triangular longitudinal fin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>